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equal sign next to it? According to the Wikipedia page for the Unicode character U+202A, the character means "no break space". In the CSS Level 3 specification for the nbsp character, the equal sign is used to indicate that the break space should not be inserted into a text string. So why

does the equal sign appear in the Unicode table and in the W3C page for the character U+202A? A: At first, I thought it was actually U+00A0, "no-break space" (which is part of the broader "punctuation space", § U+2000–U+200A), but then I found that this "space" is not used for
representing the "nbsp" character itself, but as a sign to indicate that the characters displayed inside it should be ignored (quoted in the same section of the CSS spec linked above). See also other tagged questions about "nbsp" and punctuation characters in Unicode. That's why the equal
sign is placed there. Q: How to maintain filename integrity in a loop I'm trying to run a while loop until some condition of the loop is met. My problem is that I'm seeing files get overwritten and this is causing me to lose data, my files are being overwritten with the wrong files on the drive

(not alphabetically). I'm trying to figure out how to do this so that every time the loop runs, the file gets appended to instead of overwriting another one. Here is my code: while(!EndOfTrans()){ P.ReadLine(); NewFile = P.ReadLine(); P.Close(); os.Create(Directory + NewFile + ".pdf");
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